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Preface
In the post-Cold War era, the'special relationship' between Malaysia and
Indonesia appears to have become not as cordial as during the 1970s80s. In fact, it has been characterized

more by conflict and rivalry

than

Many issues have contributed to the tension, namely, clash
of personality between leaders, national political transformation,
crossborder environmental
concerns, illegal migrant workers, separatist
cooperation.

movement,
over

disputes,

territorial

cultural

rights.

this book organizes

While

transnational

terrorism,

those

examining

its analysis of Malaysian

specific

developments,

and Indonesian

policies, with special reference to their evolving bilateral
a constructivist

and disputes
foreign

relations, from

perspective.
believe

Constructivists

that

culture,

ethnicity,

leadership,

national

beliefs are among the main factors which should
be examined in order to better understand a state's behaviour in relation
factors,
to other states in the international
arena. Those non-material
identity

and religious

which are ignored or under-studied

in the leading international

which mostly focus on military/economic
system underpinned
framework

this constructivist

power and the international

by balance of power, provide

to understand

theories

a useful interpretive

the cases of Malaysia and Indonesia. Deploying

perspective,

this book examines

and compares the

impact of those factors on Malaysian and Indonesian foreign policies in
general, and on their conduct of bilateral relations in particular, in the
post-Cold War era.
Followinga theoretical and background review and an empirical discussion
of Indonesia and Malaysia, other chapters
of the foreign policies/relations
from
leadership,
the
the serumpun
then
prisms
of
analysis
present
will
those
tradition,
sentiment, and Islam, before integrating
nationalist
constructive

factors for a final generalized

assessment of how the many

bilateral
both
have
foreign
facets
relations
of
nations
and
policy
of
core
been socially constructed, and how those non-material factors have inter-

i

related and influenced each other in causing the actions and reactions
taken by both states in the bilateral and international relations.
Apart from aiming at contributing
powers and leading developing
the sources of strength

ii

countries, this book also tries to identify

and weakness in bilateral

achieve greater understanding
Indonesia.

to the study of the two emerging middle

and co-operation

relations

in order to

between Malaysia and
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Introduction
Despite recent setbacks, Malaysia and Indonesia have emerged
as successful new industrializing countries owing to their rapid
economic growth and political stability compared to most states in the
developing world. They have adopted new approaches in their foreign
policies in the post-Cold War period, in view of the new international
environment and their own nation-building accomplishment. In this
period, Malaysia took a more assertive and active role in international
affairs, and Indonesia also began to renew its interest in foreign
policy after two decades of passivity as an expression of new national
identity and consciousness with an emphasis on gaining international
prominence and regional primacy. With both Kuala Lumpur and
Jakarta increasing their participation in international affairs, the two
emerging middle powers have often clashed with each other. Indeed,
For
have
"special
in
the
emerged
supposedly
relationship".
problems
example, international media has noticed the tension caused by the
clash of leadership personalities, the haze from forest fire and open
burning, migrant workers, separatist movements, territorial disputes,
transnational terrorism, and disputes over cultural rights. In short, in
contrast to the 1970s and 80s, the post-Cold War relationship seems
to have been defined more by conflict and rivalry, rather than amicable
co-operation and traditional sentiment.
This book investigates Malaysian and Indonesian foreign policies
from a constructivist perspective which investigates the non-material
factors specific to particular states which exert considerable influences
believe
behaviour.
Constructivists
that culture,
international
their
on
leadership,
beliefs,
identity,
nationalism and religion
ethnicity, elite
behaviour
better
the
to
be
understand
examined
critically
should
factors
These
ideational
international
in
the
arena.
of a nation-state
by
leading
in
factors",
theories
"non-material
under-studied
or
I
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relations which mostly focus on material factors such as
economic size and military power, provide a useful but rarely utilized
interpretive framework for the study of Malaysian and Indonesian
international

foreign policies. Using this constructivist framework, the book offers
a comparative analysis of the impact of those non-material factors on
Malaysian and Indonesian foreign policies in general, and on their
conduct of bilateral relations in particular, with the focus being on the
post-Cold War era. Specifically, this book aims to answer the following
questions:
1. What impact did national political leaders have on foreign
policies and bilateral relations of the two countries, which
have seen long serving leaders and systemically deeply
2.

entrenched foreign policy elite?
To what extent have similarities

in culture and ethnicity,
based on the concept of 'similar stock or race' (serumpun),
influenced the 'special relationship' between Malaysia and
Indonesia?

3.

What role has nationalism played in foreign policy of the
two countries which have forged common international
outlook because of historical bond and shared anti-colonial
sentiment but also experienced tension in bilateral relations
occasionally heightened by differences in colonial legacies

4.

and independence paths?
How has Islam influenced the foreign policies of Malaysia,
where Islam is constitutionally designated the official religion,
and Indonesia, the world's largest Muslim country? What
are the implications of Malaysia's and Indonesia's diverging
roles in championing the global Muslim cause? How did the
radical Muslim groups influence foreign policies and bilateral
relations?

2
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chapter describes the context in which these
highlights
have
the
approach,
constructivist
arisen, reviews
questions
the niche contribution of the study, and outlines the organisation of

This introductory

the book.
Constructivist approach centrally frames the discussions in this book,
foreign
its
because
to
theoretical
policy
contributions
of
not only
Southeast
because
its
in
but
the
of
context
of
unique
utility
also
studies,
Asia. In the post-Cold War era, many international relations theorists
have concluded that theories such as realism/neo-realism, liberalism/
have
failed
to provide sufficient
neo-liberalism
explanations to the affairs of states in international relations (Walt,
1998, p. 30). These leading theories have also been unable to elucidate
and neo-Marxism

the intricate nature of the international

system and, most tellingly,
failed to anticipate and explain the end of the Cold War. Some of the
mainstream theorists counter this critique by arguing that inherent
limitations and destabilizing changes in the international system of
states and balance of power were the main reasons for the end of the
Cold War. However, without going into details of such defences, the
discursive tension remains because they often ignore an important
variable, that is, ideational factors (Sullivan, 2002). Constructivism is
a new approach to the study of international relations and presents a
way out of this tension by arguing that ideational factors such as social
norms can define and redefine actors' interests, thus influencing their
policies and causing transformations in international relations at
large (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998; Katsumata, 2004; Katzenstein,
1996; Wendt, 1999). Unlike the well established paradigms such as
dependency
balance
theory
theory,
the
neo-Marxist
of
power
realist
democratic
liberal
theories,
peace
constructivism
the
and
regime
or
is not a mature theory. Rather, it offers an alternative approach which
demonstrates how many core facets of international relations are
importance
While
the
of the
acknowledging
constructed.
socially
broadens
by
the
international
in
probe
constructivism
relations,
state
incorporating actors and factors that realism/neo-realism, liberalism/
3

